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The Dilemma of Private Justice Systems: Big Data Sources, the Cloud and Predictive Analytics

Anjanette H. Raymond1

Abstract: In the age of big data, demanding customer expectations, and increasingly limited access to justice for small claims arising from online sales, business organizations are moving to enhanced online customer complaint platforms and insisting upon increased online justice resolution systems. At the same time, online businesses, even websites you fail to think of as a business, are moving from traditional analytics that provide a snapshot of the past, to solutions that provide an accurate picture of the present and a prediction of future trends. For many, predictive analytics is the wave of the future.

In many ways, the use of predictive analytics is a wonderful occurrence, as our packages will arrive in a more timely manner, our advertising will be more personal and our online and physical lives will be tailored, monitored and adjusted to our interests, life styles and immediate needs without so much as a hiccup. However, what will happen when the current push for private online dispute resolution systems meets the current big data gathering of a private market? Will the private online dispute resolution providers use the information gathered for good, or as a means to quickly resolve disputes without notice of the law, personal rights and/or ethical outcomes? Worse yet, what will happen when the private market of online dispute resolution faces the demands of a business environment that would prefer analytic outcomes to be skewed to favor the business? Bear in mind, these issues do not arise in a prediction, these private online dispute resolution mechanisms already exist and are growing in support and use on a daily basis.

This paper will explore the emerging issue that occurs when private online dispute resolution providers are allowed, without transparency, oversight, or regulation, to create a justice system that knows a lot of personal information about you but is required to follow no legal standard or regulation to resolve your dispute with a merchant.

---
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I. INTRODUCTION

The technologies of collection and analysis that fuel big data are being used in every sector of society and the economy, in fact the data collection is ubiquitous. Unsurprisingly, much of the information gathered has to do with consumers, whose information is of high value to businesses seeking to tailor to and seek out customers. As more value is recognized more information is collected—and thus the cycle continues. However, as the White House Report (May 2014) entitled Big Data: Seizing Opportunities, Preserving Values notes:

It is one thing for big data to segment consumers for marketing purposes, thereby providing more tailored opportunities to purchase goods and services. It is another, arguably far more serious, matter if this information comes to figure in decisions about a consumer’s eligibility for—or the conditions for the provision of—employment, housing, health care, credit, or education.

The White House Report highlights five areas of discriminatory impacts that each contains well known stories of information gathering that resulted in negative outcomes for individuals. For example, Facebook information gathering as a pre-employment screening tool appears in numerous news stories so much so that several State legislatures have sought to limit mandatory disclosure of social website passwords. Yet, the White House

---


3 For further discussion, see Federal Trade Commission, Data Brokers: A Call for Transparency and Accountability (May 2014), http://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/data-brokers-call-transparency-accountability-report-federal-trade-commission-may-2014/140527databrokerreport.pdf. This paper will NOT address privacy issues that arise within the area of big data. It is a topic that is directly on point to a future paper that will address these issues, tentatively titled: Jury Glasses: Wearable Technology And Its Role In Crowdsourcing Justice, with Scott Shackelford (forthcoming 2015).


7 As of May 30, 2014, legislation has been introduced or is pending in at least 28 states, and enacted in Louisiana, Maine (authorizes study), Oklahoma, Tennessee and Wisconsin. See Employer Access to Social Media Usernames and Passwords, http://www.ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-
Report fails to recognize broader institutional discrimination that is likely to occur and which will undoubtedly impact each of the listed areas and many more. For example, the White House Report fails to recognize the very real possibility that information gathering will impact individuals within the justice system. And while full justice system impacts are too large for this paper, one area of justice provision—private justice providers in online communities—needs to be considered immediately as the private providers are already gathering data, building justice platforms and adjusting negotiation and outcome algorithms based on information gathering. Yet, few regulations exist as it relates to private justice providers and no regulation delineates how a private provider of justice can use individually tied data within the alternative justice process. Can the amalgamation of information be used to suggest mediated settlement points to be offered to the harmed individual? What if the information is not of the generalized type, what if the settlement point is offered based on specific characteristics of the particular specific individual? What if the settlement offer is far below what would be allowed within the traditional brick and mortar justice system? And most relevant to this paper, what if all of the suggested resolutions, information provided, and settlement offer points are all done through the use of technology and a non-transparent predictive algorithm? The likelihood of this occurring is closer than one might think.

This paper will explore the emerging issue that occurs when private online dispute resolution providers are allowed, without transparency, oversight, or regulation, to create a justice system that knows a lot of personal information about you but is required to follow no legal standard or regulation to resolve your dispute with a merchant. The paper will first, examine the use of analytics and predictive analytics within the commercial environment. This part stands for the proposition that information gathering
is ubiquitous and that well tested algorithms are already widely in use in our daily lives. Second, the paper will describe the current use of technology in the justice system and will briefly explain prior uses of artificial intelligence (AI) in the justice environment. This part is intended to build upon the existing uses of information gathering and algorithms to show that technology is increasingly being used in the justice environment. In fact, some algorithm development is developing at a significant rate, such as artificial intelligence based systems, and has real potential to be used in the justice system on a wider scale. Next, the paper will suggest the growth of online dispute resolution has led to the gathering of data that could be used within a justice-based predictive analytics model. And finally, the paper will identify and explore the ethical issues involved with such uses. The paper concludes by recommending that minimalistic regulation is needed to prevent widespread misuse of technology and algorithms within the private online dispute resolution system. Regulation designed to ensure the basic notions of due process are protected, even in the face of deployment of black box technology. These protections will only be successful in the ODR providers themselves subscribe to holding their community to the high standard of a provider of justice.

II. THE GROWING USE OF ANALYTICS

In 2012 the now infamous case of Target’s marketing blunder became a flash point for data mining and predictive analytics world-wide.\(^{10}\) Seems Target gathers a lot of information about its customers (more on that later). And while gathering data is really nothing new, Target rose to new levels when it was able to begin to use shopping patterns and new shopping locations as a means to predict life events.\(^{11}\) Target, as many retailers would,\(^{12}\) recognized a good thing and began targeting individuals for coupons and other communications based upon the assessed life event.\(^{13}\) Fortunately—or unfortunately, depending on the side you are on—Target was very good at predicting pregnancy. In one of its targeted marketing campaigns, Target identified an individual as pregnant and began sending pregnancy coupons for items associated with early stages of pregnancy.\(^{14}\) The identified individual; however, was a teenager, that had yet to tell her


\(^{13}\) See Hill, supra note 10.

\(^{14}\) See id.
parents that she was unexpectedly pregnant. Target had accidently told the parents something that was really not their information to share.

Target is not alone in gathering data, for decades retailers have collected vast amounts of data on every person who regularly walks into one of its stores. Data collection has risen to a new level as people shift to an expanding online world as highly powerful computers—coupled with our willingness to basically populate the databases ourselves with our digitally connected behavior—makes data mining ubiquitous and makes data mining a whole new discipline.

For example, Target assigns each shopper a unique code—known internally as the Guest ID number—that keeps tabs on everything that he or she buys. As highlighted by New York Times reporter Charles Duhigg interviewing Andrew Pole an employee within Target’s Guest Marketing Analytics department:

If you use a credit card or a coupon, or fill out a survey, or mail in a refund, or call the customer help line, or open an e-mail we’ve sent you or visit our Web site, we’ll record it and link it to your Guest ID . . . . We want to know everything we can.

Based on your shopping habits, locations of shopping, and items bought,
Big Data and Private Justice Systems
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retailers can and will, with a high level of accuracy discern many key pieces of personal information.

Also linked to your Guest ID is demographic information like your age, whether you are married and have kids, which part of town you live in, how long it takes you to drive to the store, your estimated salary, whether you’ve moved recently, what credit cards you carry in your wallet and what Web sites you visit.

And of course, retailers—and many others can easily purchase your information from one of the many consumer and business lists that gather and compile information from various and numerous information sources.

Target can buy data about your ethnicity, job history, the magazines you read, if you’ve ever declared bankruptcy or got divorced, the year you bought (or lost) your house, where you went to college, what kinds of topics you talk about online, whether you prefer certain brands of coffee, paper towels, cereal or applesauce, your political leanings, reading habits, charitable giving and the number of cars you own.

But big data and even specific data attributable to an individual is useless without understanding the data. Keeping to the Target example, Target has identified about 25 products that, when analyzed together, allowed Target to assign a “pregnancy prediction” score.

Take a fictional Target shopper named Jenny Ward, who is 23, lives in Atlanta and in March bought cocoa-butter lotion, a purse large

---

23 See e.g., WIPRO Author, Manufacturing and the Data Conundrum, WIPRO Website http://www.wipro.com/microsite/manufacturing-analytics/ (last visited Aug. 20, 2014)(discussing the use of analytics as a competitive advantage in sales and manufacturing).

24 See id. For example, Acxiom is a huge data broker. See ACXIOM, http://www.acxiom.com.

25 Such as Experian, see http://www.experian.com/small-business/mailing-lists.jsp and Direct Mail see http://www.directmail.com/ and InfoUSA see http://www.infousa.com/.


28 See Duhigg, supra note 11, at 9. The Target Pregnancy prediction score is highly accurate. For an explanation, see Keith Wagstaff, How Target Knew a High School Girl Was Pregnant Before Her Parents Did, TIME (Feb. 17, 2012), http://techland.time.com/2012/02/17/how-target-knew-a-high-school-girl-was-pregnant-before-her-parents/.
enough to double as a diaper bag, zinc and magnesium supplements and a bright blue rug. There’s, say, an 87 percent chance that she’s pregnant and that her delivery date is sometime in late August.\textsuperscript{29}

That prediction, in and of itself is an amazing use of data,\textsuperscript{30} complex data analysis\textsuperscript{31} and predictive analytics. But really, it merely touches the surface of prediction. Consider what can happen if the current shopping pattern is added to a vast treasure trove of other readily available information.

What’s more, because of the data attached to her Guest ID number, Target knows how to trigger Jenny’s habits. They know that if she receives a coupon via e-mail, it will most likely cue her to buy online. They know that if she receives an ad in the mail on Friday, she frequently uses it on a weekend trip to the store. And they know that if they reward her with a printed receipt that entitles her to a free cup of Starbucks coffee, she’ll use it when she comes back again.\textsuperscript{32}

Using predictive analytics to shape future behavior is a skill that we all should consider the future of retail.\textsuperscript{33} The proprietary algorithms used are of such a high value that companies guard the formula and calculations through highly complex secrecy and confidentiality terms and patents.\textsuperscript{34} These same algorithms are vital to most customers’ experiences on the internet.\textsuperscript{35} For example, Google’s famous PageRank algorithm counts the number of links to a page and assesses their quality to determine how important a website is.\textsuperscript{36} The quality and quantity of websites’ links to each other are compared and ordered; the more important websites are displayed first on the Google search page when a search query is entered.\textsuperscript{37} And of course, it is well known

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{29}See Duhigg, supra note 11, at 9.
  \item \textsuperscript{30}The use of data this way is also known as profiling. Profiling generally means extrapolation of information on the Internet by the process of computer—generated information gathering and subsequent construction and application of profiles.
  \item \textsuperscript{31}Complex data should be distinguished from big data.
  \item \textsuperscript{32}See Duhigg, supra note 11, at 9.
  \item \textsuperscript{33}In fact, tracking company Axiom claims to have 1,500 data points on each individual, which are then used to slot individuals into socioeconomic clusters. See Scott Alexander, Demand for Privacy Will Kill the Free Internet. Thank Goodness, POPULAR SCIENCE, June 2014, at 25.
  \item \textsuperscript{34}One such example, Versium, claims to offer proprietary data matching technologies. See VERSIUM, http://versium.com/ (last visited Aug. 5, 2014). While Wolverine Execution Services (WEX) algorithms provide simple, yet extremely effective ways to source liquidity in equities, futures, and options. See WEX, http://www.tradewex.com/Execution/Algorithms (last visited Aug. 5, 2014).
  \item \textsuperscript{35}See Dylan Love, 11 Essential Algorithms That Make The Internet Work, BUSINESS INSIDER, Aug. 9, 2011 (explaining the use of internet algorithms).
  \item \textsuperscript{36}See GOOGLE PAGERANK, https://support.google.com/toolbar/answer/79837?hl=en. A recent European court decision has interpreted the ‘right to be forgotten’ as a mandate for Google to delete search result when requested by the individual. See Rich Trenholm, Google Must Delete Search Results On Request, Rules EU Court, C/NET (May 13, 2014), http://www.cnet.com/news/google-must-delete-search-results-rules-european-court/.
  \item \textsuperscript{37}See Jamie Bartlett, Google, Facebook, Amazon: Algorithms Will Soon Rule Our Lives So We’d
\end{itemize}
that Facebook uses an algorithm and has manipulated the algorithm to influence the posts a user sees on his or her news feed.\textsuperscript{38} While Amazon’s algorithms constantly work behind the scenes to make recommendations of what books that you might like to buy often based on what your friends have bought.\textsuperscript{39} Of course, all of these algorithms perform a function that could have been done with paper and pencil (and a lot of hard work) previously, the key to the use of technology is that the newest algorithms help to order and arrange vast volumes of data at a scale and speed impossible for a human, making the users interactive experience seamless and non-intrusive.

Many consider it a blessing that advertisements can be directed and tailored to the individual instead of bulk mails and communications that clog inboxes and mailboxes worldwide.\textsuperscript{40} And the use of algorithms combined with advancing level of automation has the potential to greatly reduce human error and lessen the impact of emotion in a decision making process.\textsuperscript{41} For example, the University of California San Francisco’s Medical Centre uses an algorithmically operated robot to run a fully automated hospital pharmacy\textsuperscript{42} while forensic accounting and other financial analysis techniques are fully operational in assisting in the detection of business manipulation of disclosed information\textsuperscript{43} and protection from credit card fraud and identity

\textsuperscript{38} See id. See also, Robinson Meyer, \textit{Everything We Know About Facebook’s Secret Mood Manipulation Experiment}, The Atlantic, (June 28, 2014)(discussing the use of the Facebook algorithm to conduct social experiments).

\textsuperscript{39} See Bartlett, Google, Facebook, Amazon, supra note 33. Sometimes called ‘trusted curation’ or ‘content curation’ the term basically means that out of all the content you find on the social web—you pass on the most valuable stuff to your network. Many commentators believe that a large amount of information is gathered via circles of trust. Tapping into these circles is thought to be the future as highlighted by Mark Cuban on the April 18, 2014 episode of Shark Tank episode. See Marco Santana, \textit{Mark Cuban invests in Iowa Native’s Startup}, THE DES MOINES REGISTER, Apr. 23, 2014, http://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/tech/2014/04/22/billionaire-cuban-invests-in-iowa-native-startup/8014739/.

\textsuperscript{40} In fact, data from the JiWire Mobile Audience Insights Report Q4 2011 indicates that 80% of mobile consumers prefer ads that are locally relevant to them, and three-quarters of consumers have taken action in response to a location-specific message. Marketing Charts Staff, \textit{1 in 5 Mobile Users Recently Scanned QR Code}, MARKETING CHARTS (Feb 2012), http://www.marketingcharts.com/wp/online/1-in-5-mobile-users-recently-scanned-qrcode-21145/. JiWire is a leader in mobile analytics. See JiWire, http://www.jiwire.com/advertisers/location-graph/.


\textsuperscript{43} See Messod D. Beneish, \textit{Predicting Firms that Manipulate Disclosed Earnings}, ON ANALYTICS, KELLEY SCHOOL OF BUSINESS (Spring 2014).
theft.44 Most recently, Emerald Logic claims it uses an evolutionary process to discover the best algorithm for predicting outcomes from any dataset.45 Clearly, big data, complex data, analytics and predictive algorithms are advancing at such a swift rate that algorithms will begin to impact most areas of our lives.

That is not to write that the process is without its critics. Of course, the primary criticism relating to ‘big data’ is the sheer amount of information gathered46 and the manner in which the data is used.47 In January of 2014, President Obama started a federal review intended to examine the impact of big-data technologies and whether they might pose new kinds of privacy intrusions into how people live and work.48 MIT president Dr. Rafael Reif highlights the issue: “How can we harness this flood of data to generate positive change—without destroying the very idea of privacy?”49 While privacy is not the major influencing criticism of this paper, the importance of the topic demands that the need to protect privacy is never far from the minds of commentators (or this author). An issue that even Facebook has begun to recognize as it has just recently introduced an anonymous log in that will allow you to use your Facebook account to log-in to other sites and apps anonymously.50

One should also note, while many commentators agree that data gathering, algorithms and other predictive tools are advancing, many argue that some decision processes are years away from accurate prediction. For example, in 2009 Netflix offered a prize to anyone who could create an algorithm to solve the following problem: “Given a list of movies someone likes, successfully predict other movies he or she will like.”51 While Netflix did award the prize,52 ultimately the predictive algorithm has gone unused. Netflix faced a predictive dilemma known as second-order complexity, the

44 One example has been implemented on Amazon, but many more exist. See Fraud Protection, AMAZON, http://webstore.amazon.com/Fraud-Protection/b/6368798011.
45 See Derrick Harris, This Startup Says It Can Find The Algorithm That Defines Your Data, GIGAOM (Apr. 19, 2014), http://gigaom.com/2014/04/09/this-startup-says-it-can-find-the-algorithm-that-defines-your-data/.
48 See Natasha Singer, Big Data Means Big Questions on How That Information Is Used, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 3 2014), http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/03/03/big-data-means-big-questions-on-how-that-information-is-used/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0.
49 See id.
52 See id.
idea that sometimes, we like things that are different.\footnote{See Ben Hayden, \textit{Can a Computer Know You Better Than You Know Yourself?}, DECISION TREE, PSYCHOLOGY TODAY (Mar. 16, 2014), http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-decision-tree/201403/can-computer-know-you-better-you-know-yourself.} Even more complex is the human condition of never remaining static in our moods, opinions or current interests.\footnote{See id.} Most relevant to the paper topics is the inability of algorithms to account for the spontaneous discovery of new things, ideas and options that are otherwise not presented when selection is limited through predictive algorithms.\footnote{See id.}

III. JUSTICE, ANALYTICS AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

The issues of data gathering, data sharing, non-transparent algorithms and predictive analytics will begin to push ethical debate in many areas. At this point it should be clear that these events are almost ubiquitous in our daily lives. What many readers may not be aware of, however, is the use of these same processes, techniques and applications in the world of dispute resolution. The widespread use of these technology tools as well as the growing use of predictive analytics will soon touch upon one of our most fundamental rights—access to justice. This part will highlight key technology advancements within the justice system, will explain the uses of technology within online dispute resolution (ODR) while highlighting major players in the areas, and will conclude by explaining the potential use of AI in the justice system as a means to demonstrate the technology behind predictive analytics in ODR already exists.

A. The Origins of Analytics and Justice

Technology has been employed within the justice system for some time now. E-filing of court documents\footnote{Systems such as PACER within the Federal Court System. See PACER, http://www.pacer.gov/.} and the searching of those, and other, public records have been available at both the federal and local levels for a good deal of time. And of course, video and similar technology, computers in the court room and email communications with court and other personnel seem so commonplace that it is almost humorous to imagine a day when digital communications were not used within the justice system. For many, what may not be well known is the use of analytics within the justice system.

It should surprise no one that the use of digital communications, submission and storage means a wealth of information is now available to be used as a data set for analysis. For example, most lawyers are aware of the use of basic algorithm based searching within large amounts of digital communication, commonly known as e-discovery. The request for e-
discovery documents and the sheer volume of the information is causing serious issues within the litigation process as the amount of information contained in electronic form has exploded. Software and search based algorithms have been used to search, compile and categorize this vast amount of electronic information into an accessible amount of information that litigators hope will ultimately be helpful to advance their case. Case in point, in 2000 a discrimination case included a demand for production resulting in the production of over 20 million electronic documents. In the end, the litigant relied upon ten e-mails to make their point.

Many will likely be familiar with the growing use of technology in the litigation process. For example, focus group research allows selected participants to react to key pieces of information, this information is compiled within a database and then used as one aspect to assist in the prediction of how certain issues may be perceived and decided by jurors. While witness research now involves more than mere resume verification and now includes social media searches and blog post searching. And data gathering in key areas such as venue research, community surveys and judicial decision studies allow information to be used in the presentation of mock trials and similar devices that further gather and compile trial strategy information. Yet, each of these aspects of litigation and trial strategy has now moved into the technology based world, with specialty litigation experts

58 See id. at 530.
59 See id.
62 For example, Research Design Associates claims to be able to evaluate both the original trial location and/or the new venue to “allow for eventual trial success.” Of course, the key as it relates to this paper is that they can do the evaluation at all. An examination of the website highlights many other services offered in a similar vein. See RESEARCH DESIGN ASSOCIATES, http://researchdesignassociates.com/litigation-support-services-change-of-venue.html (last visited Aug. 5, 2014).
using analytics to make recommendations about almost all areas of litigation strategy.\(^{65}\)

Most importantly, the current uses of technology, data gathering, and analytics within the justice system has become a flash point of debate in the criminal justice system as more and more police departments begin to use data mining and predictive analytics for tactical crime analysis,\(^{66}\) risk and threat assessment,\(^{67}\) behavioral analysis of violent crime,\(^{68}\) and proactive deployment strategies.\(^{69}\) Yet, as the system begins to become more comfortable with the use of technology few have really considered predictive analytics within the *adjudication* portion of the justice system.

**B. Online Dispute Resolution**

The current uses of technology, data gathering, storage, and analysis in litigation pale in comparison to technology as an influencing participant in the dispute resolution process. The online community is pushing into a full-fledged virtual court system that uses analytics and other forms of technology to resolve disputes without human intervention. Online dispute resolution (ODR) is not a new phenomenon; in fact, it has been discussed in literature


\(^{66}\) See, e.g., William Bratton, John Morgan & Sean Malinowski, LAPD Research Paper “Fighting Crime in the Information Age: The Promise of Predictive Policing,” PUBLIC INTELLIGENCE, Nov. 2009; Jessica Renee Napier, *Data Analytics Help Michigan Police Cut Crime, Solutions for State and Local Government Technology* (July 30, 2013) (discussing local results); Dr. JENNIFER BACHNER, IBM CENTER FOR BUSINESS AND GOVERNMENT, PREDICTIVE POLICING: PREVENTING CRIME WITH DATA AND ANALYTICS (2013), available at http://www.businessofgovernment.org/sites/default/files/Predictive%20Policing.pdf. And of course, software predicts where accidents are likely to occur. See, e.g., Shelly Bradbury, *Software predicts when, where serious accidents are most likely to occur on Tennessee highways*, TIME FREE PRESS, Aug. 1, 2014. And some of the predictive policing analytics have notable results. For example, PublicEngines reports the results of months of testing showing an accuracy level of 33.5% for street crime, 26.3% for theft of vehicle, and 33.3% for theft from vehicle, with some categories and cities showing higher than 40% accuracy in predicting next day crimes. This is comparable to traditional hot spotting techniques using kernel density estimation methods, which result in accuracy ratings of approximately 9%. PublicEngines Inc., *Predictive Analytics: the New Force Multiplier for Reducing Street and Vehicle-Related Crimes*, Officer.com, (Oct. 3, 2014) http://www.officer.com/press_release/12007489/predictive-analytics-the-new-force-multiplier-for-reducing-street-and-vehicle-related-crimes.

\(^{67}\) See, e.g., JOHN M. KAMENSKY, IBM CENTER FOR BUSINESS AND GOVERNMENT, PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS: HOW TO PREVENT CRIME FROM HAPPENING ( 2013).

\(^{68}\) Operated by the FBI, the National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime is but one unit that analyzes violent behavior to make predictions for future actions/response. See National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime, FBI, http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/cirg/investigations-and-operations-support/investigations-operations-support (last visited Aug. 5, 2014).

for some time now.70 The ability to resolve disputes online seems like a natural next step of e-commerce as individuals become more reliant and comfortable with shifting major portions of their lives online, especially shopping even in a global environment. Yet, the definition of and specific attributes essential to ODR are elusive. Thus, I shall divide ODR into three very broad categories: (1) Basic communication, filing, storage and similar functions performed online, (2) assisted negotiations and similar platforms/websites that use technology within and as a participant in the process, and (3) full on dispute resolution within the online world.71 The last and most recent evolution of ODR shall be explored in its own part that being the use of artificial intelligence and other analytics and predictive tools within dispute resolution.

At the most basic level, online dispute resolution providers can use technology to facilitate the process of communications, without actually influencing the parties or the decision-making process. In these types of systems, technology is used as a means to facilitate a better, easier to use and more cost effective communication process, but the technology does little else.72 For example, Settle Today allows for online submission of information and electronic communications (if needed), but the final result is provided by a ‘live resolution facilitator.’73 In essence providing an online platform to perform what could otherwise be provided in face-to-face meetings. And the newest participant, eQuibbly has recently updated its ODR platform to allow for parties to submit their dispute—without a prior existing alternative dispute resolution (ADR) agreement74—to an online judge (arbitrator) that accepts online submissions of information, communicates to the parties within a virtual dispute room and ultimately delivers his/her final judgment.75 Both serve as an excellent example of the use of technology to remove barriers created by the need to physically appear in a brick-and-mortar courtroom or alternative dispute resolution provider’s administrative

---


72 This type of communication system has advanced in recent years making the use of the system much more seamless. For example, on May 12, 2014 the Associated Press detailed in a story the ‘new’ use of communication technology that allows for people to see doctors via webcam. See Associated Press Author, The Doctor Will See You Now Via Webcam, Smartphone, AP NEWS (May 12, 2014), http://m.apnews.com/ap/db_268744/contentdetail.htm?contentguid=jCHaKjLA.


74 Both Parties sign an agreement online to submit the case to a Judge on eQuibbly for a legally-binding decision.

75 See EQUIBBLY, https://www.equibbly.com/how_online_arbitration_works.
office.

Another example of technology put to good use exists in the platforms that are designed to use a process known as automated negotiation\textsuperscript{76} which allows the parties to submit an amount of money acceptable to them to settle the dispute. The process goes back-and-forth, often without the platform revealing the other party’s settlement point—until the system recognizes settlement offers within a predetermined range at which point the technology automatically settles the dispute in the midpoint of the two offers. One of the best known examples Cybersettle has surpassed the basic automated negotiation platform. Originally a platform designed to handle insurance related disputes,\textsuperscript{77} Cybersettle has now expanded into the area of online payment for settling your medical bills.\textsuperscript{78} Cybersettle uses a blind bid system (as described above) to initiate the settlement. Should that round of bidding fail to produce a result, the parties move into what Cybersettle designates a ‘Power Round’ which involves additional bidding and the knowledge of the other bids submitted.\textsuperscript{79} Online negotiation involves more than blind-bidding, however, with technology being used in increasing areas of influence.\textsuperscript{80} Platforms designed as eNegotiation websites use technology to overcome negotiation biases.\textsuperscript{81} For example, Smartsettle is a multiparty eNegotiation system that uses algorithms to assist parties in clarifying tradeoffs and understanding both quantitative and qualitative issues to overcome conflicting objectives.\textsuperscript{82}

In the public sector, justice systems have also taken note of the

\textsuperscript{76} Automated negotiation is widely used in various types of situations where disagreements occur but a mutually agreeable solution is needed. For a full discussion of one example, see Khayyam Hashmi, Erfan Najmi, Zaki Mali and Abdelmounaam Rezgui, A Framework for Automated Service Negotiation, IEEE 6th International Conference on Service-Oriented Computing and Applications, (2013) https://cs.nmt.edu/~rezgui/Papers/SOCA13.pdf.


\textsuperscript{80} Some assert technology is a forth participant in the process. See, e.g., Daniel Rainey, Mediator Ethics and the Fourth Party, ACRESOLUTION MAGAZINE, June 2014, at 11 (discussing technology as the fourth party); E. Katsh and J. Rifkin, ONLINE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: RESOLVING CONFLICTS IN CYBERSPACE (Jossey-Bass 2001); ETHAN KATSH, ODR: A LOOK AT HISTORY – A FEW THOUGHTS ABOUT THE PRESENT AND SOME SPECULATION ABOUT THE FUTURE CONTAINED IN ONLINE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: THEORY AND PRACTICE A TREATISE ON TECHNOLOGY AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION (Mohamed S. Abdel Wahab, Ethan Katsh & Daniel Rainey eds., 2012).

\textsuperscript{81} See, e.g., PAUL MINIATO, SMARTSETTLE, “GETTING TO YES” ON ODR TECHNOLOGY (2010) (discussing eNegotiations and the ability to overcome pre-existing personal biases); ERNEST TRIESSEN, PAUL MINIATO & BRUCE HIEBERT, ODR AND eNEGOTIATION IN ONLINE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: THEORY AND PRACTICE A TREATISE ON TECHNOLOGY AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION (Mohamed S. Abdel Wahab, Ethan Katsh & Daniel Rainey eds., 2012).

\textsuperscript{82} See SMART SETTLE, http://www.smartsettle.com/home/resources/articles/.
increasing interest in the use of online dispute resolution platforms. For example, the British Columbia Civil Resolution Tribunal offers an online dispute resolution system that facilitates communications between the parties in a monitored platform.\textsuperscript{83} If no result can be achieved, mediation will be available through phone, Skype or email.\textsuperscript{84} Ultimately, if all else fails, an adjudicator intervenes to determine the outcome of the case.\textsuperscript{85} And the Dutch courts have developed a prototype for a platform for neighbor disputes supporting diagnosis, negotiation, legal information and adjudication.\textsuperscript{86} A similar system, designed by a private enterprise Modria\textsuperscript{87} is used by the property assessor’s office in New Orleans, Louisiana, and others, to allow the online appeal of property assessments.\textsuperscript{88}

Technology is advancing at such a rapid rate, that online submission, storage, communication and adjudication of disputes is now moving into the direction of the technology providing assistance in the negotiation process itself, including the development of negotiation strategy. For example, SquareTrade uses assisted negotiation in which the technology assists and encourages the parties to work through a certain process and/or to provide the parties with specific (evaluative) advice.\textsuperscript{89} Noted ODR authority Professor Rabinovich-Einy, highlights SquareTrade’s technology: “[the platform] intervenes in the negotiations between the parties and, by allowing parties to formulate and reformulate the problem and the solution, performs some of what would be associated with a mediator’s role, moving the parties from a problem mode to a solution stance.”\textsuperscript{90} In a similar manner as the telephone salesman or help desk associate, technology is able to follow a script based upon and in response to positions taken, statements made and offers declined to move the parties past a conflict-based stance and into a solution-focused stance.

As this technology continues to develop, less and less human intervention will be required within the process resulting in very little human


\textsuperscript{85} Process described in full at http://www.innovatingjustice.com/blogs/online-courts.


\textsuperscript{89} SquareTrade no longer operates as an ODR website, thus historical accounts must be used. For a discussion, see Orna Rabinovich-Einy & Ethan Katsh, Lessons from Online Dispute Resolution for Dispute Systems Design, in ONLINE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: THEORY AND PRACTICE A TREATISE ON TECHNOLOGY AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION (Mohamed S. Abdel Wahab, Ethan Katsh & Daniel Rainey eds., 2012).

\textsuperscript{90} Orna Rabinovich-Einy, Technology’s Impact: The Quest for a New Paradigm for Accountability in Mediation, 11 HARVARD NEG. L. REV. 258 (2006).
intervention. For example, eBay has long used a dispute resolution system within its platform that allows buyers and sellers to resolve disputes within the community based website. 91 Interestingly, the eBay system also allows for parties that fail to agree on a resolution to refer their dispute to a neutral third party. 92 In these instances, the third party neutral reviews the prior submissions, asks questions and ultimately resolves the issue. The eBay platform serves as more than a great example of an ODR platform that generally works, it also serves as an example of the use of community based platforms in general.

Community/membership based websites are generally governed by a Terms of Service/Use agreement that define acceptable community behavior and often proscribe the use of an internal ODR platform to resolve disputes that arise from the use of the website. 93 In many instances, because of the success of the internal dispute resolution platforms, individuals have become more confident and trusting of the use of such technology. 94 Website designers, especially those involved in online sales, knew that trust in the system—including the ability to resolve disputes without needing to file a claim in a brick-and-mortar courtroom, was essential to the success of the platform. The early success of these ODR platforms has led to a growth in ecommerce and correspondingly a growth in the use of terms of service that includes ODR, with the potential to use online arbitration, 95 as a means to resolve disputes.

Of course, individuals can and do consent to the use of an online dispute resolution platform outside the community based setting. For example, one of the emerging platforms for ODR, called Modria, 96 has been designed by Colin Rule, one of the creators of the eBay dispute resolution platform. As Professor Rule explains, the Modria ODR platform “implements best practices in a set of modules: dispute diagnosis, negotiation, mediation, and

91 See Rabinovich-Einy & Katsh, supra note 89, at 52.
92 See id.
93 Of course, the flip side of the ‘agree to use’ dispute resolution argument seems much more negative as in most instances such an agreement restricts or completely eliminates your ability to pursue action within a court system. The full nature of this issue is slightly off point to the main issue and is much too large to engage in within this paper. For further information and discussion, see Anjanette H. Raymond, It’s Time the Law Begins to Protect Consumers from Significantly One-Sided Arbitration Clauses within Contracts of Adhesion, 91 Neb. L. Rev. 666 (2013).
94 See Ethan Katsh, Janet Rifkin, and Alan Gaitenby, E-Commerce, E-Disputes, and E-Dispute Resolution: In the Shadow of “eBay Law” 15 Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution, 705, 717(2000) (discussing the increase in trust through the creation of a multiple level eBay dispute resolution platform).
95 For example, eBay has elaborate policies that apply to buyers and sellers as members of the eBay community, including the use of the eBay Dispute Resolution Center. See Resolving Transactions in the Resolution Center, eBay, http://pages.ebay.com/help/buy/resolving-problems.html (last visited Aug. 5, 2014).
96 A full description is available on their website. See Ass’n for Conflict Resolution, Modria, https://acr.modria.com/ (last visited Aug. 5, 2014).
arbitration.”97 Within a business specific ODR platform, the injured party can file their claim online, attach important documentation, and communicate and manage important documentation through a case specific management tool.98 As the case progresses, individuals are moved from party directed negotiation, into third party supported mediation, and should no resolution occur—formalized arbitration.99 And similar to eBay,100 Modria hopes that the vast majority of disputes will be resolved without human intervention, through the use of the above described negotiation and algorithm based systems.

ODR platforms have garnered such a high level of support that governments are moving some of their justice system online. For example, in the United States some counties are handling property assessment appeals101 and small claims online.102 While in the European Union cross border business-to-consumer sales disputes will soon be handled online,103 and Mexico currently uses a platform known as Concilianet to resolve business-to-consumer claims arising in both brick-and-mortar and online sale disagreements.104

C. Combining Process and Data to Move toward Artificial Intelligence

In many ODR platforms technology is a fourth party in the dispute resolution process; however, the use of artificial intelligence will soon increase the level of technological intervention within the process. As early as 1993 the use of artificial intelligence was being explored as an additional player within the justice system by a doctoral dissertation student named

---

98 See id.
99 See id.
100 See id. eBay handles 60 million disputes a year. JAMS, Jams Dispute Resolution Alert—Summer 2012 (Sept. 6, 2012), http://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/jams-dispute-resolution-alert-summer-36356/.
101 For example, U.S. and Canadian Assessors offices—including in Orleans Parrish, LA, Davidson County, TN and British Columbia—are using the Modria platform to resolve property assessment disputes online. See MODRIA, supra note 97.
102 For example, see SWIFT JUDGMENT, http://www.swiftjudgment.com/.
James Popple. Dr. Popple designed, and tested, a pragmatic legal expert system known as SHYSTER. Legal expert systems are systems that make use of artificial intelligence techniques to solve legal problems. These systems can be further divided into two broad categories: legal retrieval systems and legal analysis systems. At this stage in the use of technology, many lawyers are familiar with the use of legal retrieval systems; however, legal analysis systems are different as they can either operate as judgment machines or legal expert systems. SHYSTER was one of the first to fall within the category of legal expert systems. As Australian Freedom of Information Commissioner Dr. James Popple explains: “All systems which merely assist a lawyer in coming to legal conclusions or preparing legal arguments are not here considered to be legal expert systems; a legal expert system must exhibit some legal expertise itself.”

SHYSTER attempted to perform this function—that is to predict the outcome of a specific case. To make this prediction, the SHYSTER system used a model of precedent based justice by using previously decided cases and applicable statutes to predict outcomes.

Although the full parameters of the SHYSTER system are beyond the scope of this paper, one important aspect needs to be highlighted. The SHYSTER system was able to perform a litany of tasks considered essential to case-based reasoning, such as:

---

105 At the Australian National University and under the supervision of Robin Stanton, Roger Clarke, Peter Drahos, and Malcolm Newey.

106 The term ‘legal retrieval system’ has been used multiple ways; however, in general the retrieval system refers to the storage and then subsequent searching of digital information. It is based within the science of information retrieval and seeks to retrieve all information related to a specific query, by using—for example, a boolean search method. For a further discussion, see generally K.T. Maxwell & B. Schafer, Concept and Context in Legal Information Retrieval, Frontiers, in ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND APPLICATIONS (IOS Press) 189: 63–72 (2008).


109 SHYSTER was tested as a prototype—although not as comprehensibly as the author wanted. Id. at 244.

110 See Arno R. Lodder & John Zeleznikow, Artificial Intelligence and Online Dispute Resolution 81, in ONLINE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: THEORY AND PRACTICE A TREATISE ON TECHNOLOGY AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION (Mohamed S. Abdel Wahab, Ethan Katsh & Daniel Rainey eds., 2012).

111 See Kevin Ashley, Modeling Legal Argument: Reasoning with Cases and Hypotheticals, Artificial Intelligence and Legal Reasoning Series, MIT PRESS (Bradford), at 127 (1990).
(1) ordering relevant cases and potentially relevant cases in terms of how analogous they are to the problem situation, (2) selecting the most analogous cases, (3) identifying configurations of counterexamples, (4) hypothetically modifying the problem situation to explore contingencies, and (5) comparing case-based analyses of different problem situations to explain differences.\textsuperscript{112}

The SHYSTER system has prompted other areas of expert system development. For example, Thomas Alexander O’Callaghan developed a hybrid legal expert system—the SHYSTER-MYCIN—combining two other expert systems: SHYSTER (a legal expert system) and MYCIN (a medical expert system).\textsuperscript{113} The system functions by combining rule-based and case-based reasoning. The MYCIN part uses a system of rules to reason with provisions of an Act of a parliament; the SHYSTER part uses analogy to reason with cases that explain “open-textured” concepts encountered in legislation.\textsuperscript{114} The SHYSTER-MYCIN system is able to look at the law, find the key terms, elements and areas of uncertainty and then search the case law to further define and narrow those legal grey areas.

Based on the various methods and systems and further advances in artificial intelligence outside the legal community,\textsuperscript{115} it is not hard to imagine a very advanced ODR platform that includes the use of artificial intelligence as a means to predict outcomes, influence negotiations, limit bias, reduce unrealistic settlement points, and project future areas of risk for a business. In essence these platforms will provide one of the most efficient dispute resolution providers to date. In fact, in many ways the building blocks have already occurred; we are now entering a world of private-based ODR systems that will need no human intervention to resolve disputes.

IV. THE NEW FRONTIER: BUSINESS, DISPUTES AND PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

It is important to understand at this stage of the discussion that the use of legal expert systems depends upon well-organized data gathering and management systems combined with the ability to form highly accurate discriminatory factors and steps to use the data gathered in a useful manner. Historically, it was clear that many court decisions were readily available and

\textsuperscript{112} See Popple, Pragmatic, \textit{supra} note 108, at 245.
\textsuperscript{115} See, e.g., Lars Hård, \textit{Artificial Intelligence In the Enterprise—What You Need To Know}, BetaNews, (August 13, 2004)(discussing the newer uses of artificial intelligence).
easily searched; these, in combination with the creation of the case-based reasoning criterion, made predicting a case outcome less of a fantasy and more of a reality. Imagine if the same amount of data could be gathered and used to create a database of profiles and behavior predictions, especially as this information relates to the manner in which individuals behave and respond in the dispute resolution process.116 Based on the information gathered, imagine that a group of savvy businessmen and lawyers were able to create a system of predictive settlement points, in which an algorithm could with a high level of accuracy predict the appropriate settlement point for particular individuals. How far from reality is the creation of such an algorithm? One has to imagine, not that far from reality at all. The absence of minimalistic, specific, and direct regulation prior to the widespread use of algorithm-based private justice systems will leave individuals to trust the hidden box systems to resolve disputes within ‘fair’ settlement points.

The first step in successfully building a predictive model is to ensure you have a large volume of good-quality, diverse data.117 As highlighted in the Introduction, retailers for a long period of time have been gathering information on our lives.118 At this point in our lives, we certainly must be aware of this information gathering. However, retailers, businesses and other web-based players are not the only ones capable of gathering information. Information gathering is now ubiquitous—hence the use of the term big data.119 Thus, one should not be surprised that information has most likely been gathered, for some period of time, on the way that we resolve disputes and the behaviors we demonstrate along the way of resolving the dispute.

First, the public technology-based dispute resolution systems, from basic communication systems to the more advanced online file management systems,120 have undoubtedly been gathering data. These systems are in their infancy however, and thus, have limited data sets. However, many private entities have potentially (and likely) been gathering information about the nature, manner and reaction to the dispute process that occurs in the online platforms. Keep in mind, eBay and Amazon lead the way in online dispute resolution.121 It is certainly easy to imagine they have gathered a large amount of data about the way in which we behave in a dispute. In fact, both entities have released key information related to disputes that certainly

116 Keep in mind, as previously discussed; there is already a litany of research on negation behaviors, appropriate responses to such behavior and suggested approaches to overcoming various blocks, limitations, and inappropriate valuations. See supra Part III(A).


118 See supra Part III(A).

119 See ORACLE, supra note 117, at 3–4.

120 See supra note 68.

121 See supra notes 86–90.
suggests they have gathered a lot more than basic information. For example, eBay has long claimed that 80% of the disputes are resolved at one of the early stages of the process, long before human-neutral decisions makers are necessary.\textsuperscript{122} To know this information, they had to gather the data.

To put this data to effective use, most platform designers would use an already existing model—or several models—of the manner in which people behave.\textsuperscript{123} Models such as this already exist as the current literature is replete with numerous theories of negotiation behaviors,\textsuperscript{124} tactics\textsuperscript{125} and approaches\textsuperscript{126} to be used when in a negotiation process.\textsuperscript{127} Studies are also plentiful in the area of mediation and arbitration, where numerous efforts have been undertaken to categorize,\textsuperscript{128} analyze\textsuperscript{129} and predict appropriate responses to particular statements, behaviors,\textsuperscript{130} and engagements.\textsuperscript{131}


\textsuperscript{123}For example, PredictionIO is an open source machine learning server for software developers to create predictive features, such as personalization, recommendation and content discovery. See PREDICTIONIO, http://prediction.io/ (last visited Aug. 5, 2014).


\textsuperscript{131}Even the behavior of the neutrals have been studied. See generally Thomas Stipanowich & Zachary
Behavioral responses to conflict have long been documented, researched, commented upon and refined—producing a vast array of information and suggestions all of which can be fed into a model of human negotiation behavior.

Unlike previously designed models, however, the use of technology will allow the model to be tested, in real time, at a much faster pace. Moreover, unlike previous generalized models, the newest technology assisted models will be able to draw upon a large amount of specific and personal information. Imagine logging into an online dispute resolution platform—of course, you would likely do this from a computer you use frequently. At this point, the information is easily obtainable about all of your past searches, preferences, and online behaviors. Moreover, an easy search of a purchased information database also reveals your favorite places to travel, where you buy gas and the local market you frequent. Additionally, the creation of online open court databases has added to the information that can be obtained about an individual as an easy search can find traffic tickets, bankruptcies, and court filing where online county documents may provide your address, marriage licenses, and other information that used to be obtained only by an in-person record request. This is a lot more information than any negotiator would have in a face-to-face negotiation where you share the information you decide to share-and of course, share those behavioral and emotional responses that you think are well hidden. One can easily imagine these various pieces of data being used within a predicative algorithm, which—with some trial and error—will eventually be remarkably accurate in identifying the individuals key issues/concerns and


135 See supra Part III(A).

136 See id.

137 See id.
settlement prospects.\textsuperscript{138}

In the negotiations process, you will no longer have to rely upon what I tell you—or what I show you in a given moment—a snapshot in time. The data gathered about me will reveal my true interests, my shopping habits, my Facebook likes, my financial status, my address, my family connections, my church affiliation, my voting habits and preferences, most of my entire life which will be quickly combined with information gleaned from case outcomes specific to my location.

And this is of course the issue, the ODR platform, the interface, the questions asked—down to the word limit set for a text box, the data gathered, the algorithms, the suggestions based on the data, the suggestions of solutions based on prior cases, the entire system in effect, is unregulated, non-transparent and administered by private entities—fallible humans with a business to run. Unfortunately, as much as data gathering, modeling, predictive algorithms and artificial intelligence is likely a positive introduction to the dispute resolution process,\textsuperscript{139} there are still many issues

\textsuperscript{138} Of course, there are still some limitations to be addressed. For example, some argue that no machine can (yet) capture the value of a face-to-face interaction, Thomas Holz et al., \textit{Where Robots and Virtual Agents Meet: A Survey of Social Interaction Research Across Milgram’s Reality-Virtuality Continuum}, 1 \textit{Int’l J. of Soc. Robotics} 83, 85 (2009), available at http://srl.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/teachingdir/ws12/6-holzIJSR09.pdf, especially in a negotiation the success of which is often dependent on culture and norms. See Michael W. Morris, Katherine Y. Williams, Kwok Leung, Richard Larrick, M. Teresa Mendoza, Deepthi Bhatnagar, Jianfeng Li, Mari Kondo, Jin-lian Luo & Jun-chen Hu, Conflict Management Style: Accounting for Cross-National Differences, 29 \textit{J. of Int’l Business Studies} 729–747 (1998). For example, Michael Morris, Associate Professor of Organizational Behavior, has examined how negotiations are affected by different communications media. See JEFFREY LOWENSTEIN, MICHAEL MORRIS, AGNISH CHAKRAVARTI, LEIGH THOMPSON & SHIRLI KOPELMAN, \textit{At a Loss for Words: Dominating the Conversation and the Outcome in Negotiation as a Function of Intricate Arguments and Communication Media In Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes} (Columbia Business School Publication 2005), available at http://www0.gsb.columbia.edu/mygsb/faculty/research/pubfiles/1771/1771B.pdf. Morris argues that it is through the psychology of trust that the type of media can make a difference in the outcome of a negotiation. See id. In addition, laboratory experiments conducted with Aimee Drolet, assistant professor at the Anderson School of Business at UCLA, found that higher levels of rapport produced by nonverbal emotional cues give face-to-face negotiations an advantage over telephone negotiations. See Aimee Drolet & Michael W. Morris, Rapport in Conflict Resolution: Accounting for How Nonverbal Exchange Fosters Coordination on Mutually Beneficial Settlements to Mixed Motive Conflicts, 36 (1) \textit{J. of Experimental Social Psychology} 26–50 (2000).

In addition, there are real concerns with information being used in private justice systems in a manner that would be otherwise prohibited under rules of evidence. For example, does someone with 3 DUIs and a veritable library of questionable social media musings deserve less money in ODR compared to someone without these past character issues who has the same claim? While this issue is much too big to be addressed in specific in the paper, the presence of the issue highlights the need to carefully consider WHAT information is gathered and to WHAT USE the information is to be put.

\textsuperscript{139} The use of human face-to-face negotiators/decision makers has drawn much attention in the literature, prompting technology commentators to respond—that’s exactly the point, it’s time to remove the human bias factor and drill down to the real issue—while respecting culture and norms within the technology and platform design. Of course, both arguments have a point and should be respected, but both
to be resolved about the private nature of the platform development and the long term implementation.

V. THE ETHICAL DEBATE MUST BEGIN

At the current time, the vast majority of U.S.-based ODR platforms are operated and run as a money making business endeavor.140 That is not to say that the first generation of modern ODR providers are not ethical in their approaches or that they are not focused on providing access to justice to more individuals in the online world. Instead, it is to suggest that the time for debate is now, as the ADR and ODR business is seeing a new impetus for more platforms that are often garnering wide support.

As highlighted by consumer advocates warning that without explicit federal rules or policies overseeing their use, algorithms could potentially be used to identify groups, target aspects of an individual and ultimately discriminate unfairly.141 For example, in April 2013 the BBC announced a new pricing strategy that most travelers had already suspected—tailored search results and pricing.142 The airlines insist that the use of tailored results is done to create personalized deals,143 unsurprisingly a computer glitch at Delta allowed tailored pricing as well.144 And companies themselves are not alone, search engines and content aggregators, among others, have wide reaching impact upon our results. For example, Orbitz altered its search result default display of their quoting results for users of Apple products, placing the higher prices items first.145 Their logic—people who could afford these pricy gadgets could afford to pay higher prices. In technology, discrimination is highly important to efficiency and is therefore, everywhere.

Of course, the question really becomes, if discrimination is important, how do we allow some discrimination without allowing too much discrimination? When it concerns justice and private dispute resolution—the
debate needs to occur now before a large number of intermediaries and platforms are involved in the process. The main concerns and balances these parts will seek to address cover the issues of the balance needed between running a dispute resolution business and the public’s insistence upon assurances of fundamental fairness (A) and the problems that arise with the various businesses being able to craft arbitration clauses and then through the same clause bring the dispute resolution process in house (B).

A. The Private ODR Platforms Have a Business to Run

At the current time the online dispute resolution process is designed, managed and maintained by private entities, at least in the United States.\textsuperscript{146} While the business community becomes aware of the growing development of trusted, reliable and efficient ODR platforms, ethical issues will need to be addressed for a private dispute resolution process to remain effective in the resolution of consumer disputes. One of the main issues that must be addressed is the role that a private dispute resolution provider should play in providing the fee-based service of resolving consumer-to-business disputes.

It is not as if outsourcing justice is a new idea, in fact it is something that has been growing in popularity in some areas of the country. For example, many readers may be unaware of the growing industry known as the “Offender-Funded” Probation Industry. In these settings, probationers must pay for the services they receive, even taking on debt to move through required probationary classes, services and programs.\textsuperscript{147} While these programs seem to be supported by a growing number of communities facing mounting probation and/or supervision costs, many are beginning to wonder who monitors the monitors.\textsuperscript{148} Some argue that the offender payment system provides resources that the community would be otherwise unavailable to provide; however, current research suggests that offender payment systems are creating a new form of debtor-based systems in which offenders that cannot pay linger in the system for significantly longer than those that can pay.\textsuperscript{149} When speaking of access to justice issues, one must consider if the lessons learned from outsourcing of the probation industry should be

\textsuperscript{146}The European Union is in the process of implementing Community legislation that provides for governmental oversight of a cross-border ODR platform. \textit{See generally Regulation Of The European Parliament And Of The Council On Online Dispute Resolution For Consumer Disputes (Regulation On Consumer ODR)}, Brussels, 29.11.2011 COM(2011) 794 final, 2011/0374 (COD) (English) (2011) (outlining the current Regulation, including explanation).


\textsuperscript{148}See \textsc{Human Rights Watch}, \textit{Profiting From Probation; America’s “Offender-Funded” Probation Industry (2014)}, available at \url{http://www.hrw.org/reports/2014/02/05/profiting-probation-0}.

\textsuperscript{149}See id.
extended into the more general area of justice. For example, the above research suggests that cost of justice must be kept to a reasonable minimum, so those individuals with the least wealth do not continue to remain outside the system or suffer a disadvantage because of an inability to pay.

More importantly, offender-funded probation industry research is suggesting that many providers are focusing more on the best interest of the business and not in the interest of enhancing justice—a real concern in a non-transparent private dispute resolution business model. When private entities seek to provide service in the justice system and/or when they attempt to create entire justice systems, one must also be concerned with an essential element in any justice system—trust. Of course, trust is a double-edged sword in that it exists in multi-dimensions. For example, many within the E.U. argue that an online dispute resolution platform will increase the trust of community members in shopping online, including—and most importantly, in cross border transactions. While this is certainly one aspect of trust building, it is not the essential one for the debate concerning private dispute resolution providers. The online shopping argument is made to support the creation of the ODR platform; however, the debate must now begin to focus on the trust in the platform and the corresponding ODR system. And the debate surrounding trust in these two areas is much larger as it encompasses so many inter-related and privately controlled components. For example, Chairman of the Board and CEO of Cisco Systems John Chambers notes the loss of industry confidence that may occur:

Our customers trust us to be able to deliver to their doorsteps products that meet the highest standards of integrity and security . . . these actions (of the National Security Agency (NSA)) will undermine confidence in our industry.

And trust and confidence in the digital world is certainly one of the hallmarks in ensuring a continued, robust digitally connected community something that businesses and consumers have a vested interest in safeguarding. Yet, this becomes an even greater issue when coupled with the access to justice issue as it is not merely the ODR platform that will suffer a loss of trust, it may very well be the entire justice system as it relates to the dispute being outsourced to the provider.

---

150 See Cohen, supra note 147.
B. What is to Stop Business from Bringing the Process In-House

While the temptation may exist to allow the growing enterprise of justice as a business to self—regulate or to allow the industry to grow before considering a regulatory response, both of these approaches lack foresight in the specific issue at hand primarily because many within the business world have sought to disenfranchise consumers from the justice system by the use of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. The most recent example of General Mills demonstrates a growing trend in the use of hidden ADR clauses. On April 2, 2014 General Mills updated its privacy policy and placed a notice of the changes on its website. The notice states:

We’ve updated our Privacy Policy. Please note we also have new Legal Terms which require all disputes related to the purchase or use of any General Mills product or service to be resolved through binding arbitration.

In essence, consumers who follow General Mills brands on social networks, subscribe to newsletters, enter sweepstakes, print coupons or benefit in any way using the site also enter into a contract with the company, waiving all rights to all future lawsuits. As can be seen in the language, General Mills supports such a wide clause on the basis of the consumers receiving a benefit from such activity. Unsurprisingly, consumer advocates noticed and on or about April 16, 2014 the New York Times reached out to General Mills for explanation. In what can only be called a potential ethical and legal disaster, General Mills has little explanation and the spokesperson hinted that consumers who buy the products could also be bound by those terms. Frankly, this is one of the main reasons why consumer advocates (and consumers themselves) dislike arbitration—the manner in which the agreement to arbitrate is hidden by businesses. Notice however, two key

154 Hidden arbitration clauses have long drawn the attention of various groups, especially those groups that seek to ‘protect’ consumers from the use of these clauses within online sales agreements and terms of use. See Anjanette Raymond, Yeah, But Did You See the Gorilla? Creating and Protecting an ‘Informed’ Consumer In Cross Border Online Dispute Resolution, 19 HARVARD NEG. L. REV. 129 (2014).
157 Id.
158 There is no doubt the legal arguments supporting such a claim are a stretch, but are a real possibility in situations where the individual agreed to the terms of use of the website or has joined a loyalty or other coupon based promotion.
160 See id.
161 The responses to the attempts to use dispute resolution in this manner have been addressed by some
things within the overall policy of General Mills (1) the policy clearly allows General Mills to collect and share, widely, a lot of personal and specific to the individual information, and (2) the policy can be changed at any time.162

General Mills, maker of just about everything we eat,163 knows or intends to know a lot of information about each of us, intends to share it with everyone that will pay them for the information, and intends to have all disputes handled within a confidential proceedings run by a private business entity.164 At this point, General Mills serves as the perfect example for the ethical debate surrounding a commercial business’s ability to create its own ODR platform, especially one that will visually appear to be run by an unconnected third party.

Within platform design, implementation, running and upkeep there are numerous ethical issues that arise. For example, the White House Big Data Report165 asks and responds to a very important current debate topic within the legal academic world: “how these technologies affect the way we live and the way we work — and how big data is being used by universities, the private sector, and the government.”166 And while many of these issues are beyond the scope of the paper—one complex issue is directly related to the privatization of justice: the manner in which we allow businesses to use individual and aggregated data in a contractually created private dispute resolution system.

As previously explained, businesses have a lot of specific and aggregated information a large portion of which can be linked to a particular individual and much of which can be used to make predictions about future events and behaviors of that individual.167 And while this information may lead to better advertising within the online world, it may also be used to the disadvantage of an individual. For example, if Target can accurately predict the birth of your child and thereby direct advertising across multiple platforms that is specific to you—it is not a large logical leap to imagine that the business would also be able to design, influence and predict your response to a highly personalized dispute ‘settlement’ offer. Of course, there is nothing to suggest that the settlement offer will reflect what the individual is legally entitled to in light of the circumstances as the recommendations are done without advice of counsel and are completed within a system designed by a business, seeking future clients for its dispute resolution business, with no

162 See GENERAL MILLS, supra note 156.
164 See GENERAL MILLS, supra note 155.
165 See WHITE HOUSE, supra note 6, at 3.
167 See supra Part III(A).
regulation or oversight and widely supported as an alternative justice system by the U.S. Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{168}

Furthermore, in this instance General Mills, and any business providing ODR services, will gather a larger amount of information about its disputes and ultimate resolutions and will then likely use that information to further develop a better predictive algorithm. Big data already exists\textsuperscript{169} and most individuals have already given away their ability to control the gathering and use of this information, with notable exceptions.\textsuperscript{170}

The question then becomes, what is keeping businesses from bringing the dispute resolution process in-house. One assumes dispute resolution—even ODR—is designed like the justice system, with neutral third parties assisting the injured party in making decisions, helping parties move toward settlement and ultimately deciding the dispute. But who is to say this is the case and will always be the case. Imagine a business creating a dispute resolution sub-division, different name, different managers that are tasked with resolving the disputes of the business. In fact, this situation is not hard to imagine—although the example is a little less obvious. In the early stages of the ODR revolution, “a leading global provider of Web-enabled and in-person dispute-resolution services,” NAM Corp., “announced . . . that Insurance Services Office, Inc. (ISO) . . . acquired 16 percent of” its outstanding equity.\textsuperscript{171} “As part of the transaction, ISO [was] issued 642,570 shares of common stock”\textsuperscript{172} and the President and Chief Operating Officer of ISO joined NAM’s Board of Directors.\textsuperscript{173} In practical terms, one of the major clients of an ODR provider now owned a portion of—and benefited from the use of—its dispute resolution provider. While this type of scenario is infrequent, it is not hard to imagine the benefits that could occur if a business was to take advantage of such a situation. It is important to recognize, the ODR industry is unregulated and for the most part can design

\textsuperscript{168} The U.S. Supreme Court case law reflects a “liberal federal policy favoring arbitration,” Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital v. Mercury Constr. Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 24, enunciating the “fundamental principle that arbitration is a matter of contract,” Rent-A-Center, West, Inc. v. Jackson, 561 U.S. 63 (2010). Arbitration agreements are to be interpreted and reviewed on an equal footing with other contracts, Buckeye Check Cashing, Inc. v. Cardegna, 546 U.S. 440, 443, and enforced according to their terms, Volt Information Sciences, Inc. v. Board of Trustees of Leland Stanford Junior Univ., 489 U.S. 468, 478.

\textsuperscript{169} See supra notes 9-15 and corresponding discussion.


\textsuperscript{172} Id.

\textsuperscript{173} Id.
its provision of services as it sees fit as the majority of online users will have agreed to such a situation via the terms of use of the website.\textsuperscript{174}

C. In This Case, Transparency is Not Enough

In many technology-meets-ethics debates, commentators, technology enthusiasts and regulators alike call for increased transparency as a cure to ethical issues.\textsuperscript{175} The most recent example, the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) report of May 2014 entitled \textit{Data Brokers: A Call for Transparency and Accountability}.\textsuperscript{176} In this report, the FTC discusses the results of an in-depth study of nine data brokers.\textsuperscript{177} The findings of the report are most telling. While the finding support the vast majority of the assertions and previously known information about data brokers, such as their ability to gather information from multiple sources,\textsuperscript{178} share (or sell) information with each other,\textsuperscript{179} and combine online and offline behavior to form a more complete—and remarkably accurate—profile.\textsuperscript{180} One recommendation stood out, not as surprising, but as an area of needed focus—one that I have called on to be the focus of attention for some time now.\textsuperscript{181} “To the extent data brokers offer consumers choices about their data, the choices are largely invisible and incomplete.”\textsuperscript{182} Of course, this is a concern of many legal commentators for a significant period of time, that being the belief that consumers—faced with a click box to accept—in the middle of an ordering, shopping, or sign-up for a service I want-form, will rarely read a boilerplate clause asking for consent.\textsuperscript{183} Consumers click the box because (1) it is in the way of what they believe they want—and they want it right now, and (2) they are well aware of the little power they have to negotiate anyway.\textsuperscript{184} Based on

\textsuperscript{175} See e.g., Elizabeth Drogula, FTC Examines Pre-Download Consumer Disclosures of Mobile Shopping Applications; Makes Recommendations Applicable to All Consumer Data, JD SUPRA Business Advisor, (Aug. 6, 2014)(discussing transparency of a means to overcome data gathering).
\textsuperscript{177} See FTC, supra note 3, at II(A).
\textsuperscript{178} See FTC, supra note 3, at II(B).
\textsuperscript{179} See FTC, supra note 3, at II(B).
\textsuperscript{180} See FTC, supra note 3, at v.
\textsuperscript{181} See generally Raymond, supra note 174.
\textsuperscript{182} See FTC, supra note 3, at vi.
\textsuperscript{183} See generally Raymond, supra note 174 (reviewing the literature and suggesting solutions).
\textsuperscript{184} See Raymond, supra note 174.
years of research that suggests no one reads the presented information,\textsuperscript{185} why is the FTC calling for transparency? Yet again making the argument that:

\begin{quote}
the Commission unanimously renews its call for Congress to consider enacting legislation that would enable consumers to learn of the existence and activities of data brokers and provide consumers with reasonable access to information about them held by these entities.\textsuperscript{186}
\end{quote}

Transparency is the key to so much of U.S. contract law. Historically, as most are aware—the world of U.S. contracts does not demand you read the information as the law will not protect those that fail to protect themselves,\textsuperscript{187} so long as they are capable of understanding and are presented with appropriate information to make an informed decision.\textsuperscript{188} This is one of the cornerstones of consumer protection law in the U.S. and it runs counter to almost all consumer protection law world-wide, especially those countries that have updated their protections in light of the digital world.\textsuperscript{189}

In fact, the FTC calls for several regulations that look remarkably European, such as consumers being provided access to their data and the ability to correct inaccurate data.\textsuperscript{190} While these recommendations will allow the U.S. to fall in line with many other nations in terms of handling some data, one wonders if consumers will do anything to protect themselves. And, more on specific point to the paper, the transparency that is often heralded as

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{185}“The evidence shows that consumers, with good reason, rarely read contracts in full before they enter them, so they will be unaware of some of the terms they are agreeing to.” The Office of Fair Trading (United Kingdom), Consumer Contracts (4 Feb. 2010) summary available at http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140402142426/http://www.oft.gov.uk/OFTwork/markets-work/consumer-contracts#named2 (archived version, last visited Aug. 15, 2014).
\item \textsuperscript{186}FTC, supra note 3, at vii.
\item \textsuperscript{187}Often called the ‘duty to read.’ The law “presumes that a party had knowledge of the contract he or she signed; and those who sign a contract have a duty to read it and may not avoid the consequences of the agreement on the basis that they did not know what they were signing.” Grossman v. Thoroughbred Ford, Inc., 297 S.W.3d 918, 922 (Mo. App. W.D. 2009).
\item \textsuperscript{188}See generally (among many others) ProCD v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1447 (7th Cir. 1996) (license enforceable, despite terms not being seen before money paid, because license conspicuous, software not usable until offeree shown license and manifested assent, and licensee could return for refund if disagreed). Cf. Williams v. AOL, (Mass. Sup. Ct. 2001) (AOL’s forum selection clause, contained in its Version 5.0 license agreement, was not enforceable because problems arose before license could be read; acceptance process was confusing; and requiring litigation of minor claims in Virginia is unreasonable); Specht v. Netscape (S.D.N.Y. 2001) (Arbitration clause in Netscape’s “browse-wrap” license is not enforceable because users downloading software were not required to indicate assent (or even to view the license, which was referenced in text visible only if user scrolled to next screen)).
\item \textsuperscript{190}See FTC, supra note 3, at vii.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
the cure-all of ethical solutions is often rooted in transparency before decision making on the part of the consumer. Again, research outcomes are clear—no one reads this information, no matter how it is presented, if it is in the middle of my moving on to where I really want to be online, be it at the website, the checkout or the submission of my complaint.191

And while data brokers and consumer shopping is one area that we all might be more comfortable with—allowing consumers to click away their rights when it impacts their fundamental right of access to justice is a matter that must be addressed. The term ‘transparency’ in this context envisions the relevant and appropriately delivered information prior to or during the establishment of the contractual relationship. During the purchasing process, however, consumers are focused on the item they wish to purchase and may check information related to the purchase, such as price, delivery timeframes and similar details.192 Yet few consumers read information provided in relation to other areas—even failing to read safety information about the product itself.193 Simply put, at the time of contracting consumers using a traditional website shopping platform194 do not read information about dispute resolution. Thus, transparency will do little to provide appropriate information to create an informed consumer of alternative dispute resolution. As a means to regulate, transparency is certainly something that should be demanded, but cannot alone remedy concerns when it comes to the provision of online justice. Instead, transparency is one aspect of a much larger approach that demands a fundamental reconsideration of provision of justice.

VI. CAN WE FIX THE SYSTEM BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE

It is important to understand two salient aspects of the debate surrounding the use of private dispute resolution providers and their use of data gathering and predicative analytics. First, most people do not dislike or distrust arbitration, per se. In fact most have no real idea what arbitration entails. Instead, individuals are unhappy with the inclusion of any hidden, unexplained or overly legalese-based clause within their contract, especially when the clause seems to favor the business.195 Arbitration clauses are a
flashpoint as they remove a person’s right to the court system—something people think they understand and consider a basic fundamental right—and accomplish this removal through hidden clauses. Second, the arbitration and the ODR community know this is a problem created by the businesses and the manner in which they seek to take advantage of consumer behavior that lends itself to not reading or paying attention to the details. However, the consumer-based arbitration experts want to throw the baby out with the bath water and fail to see the usefulness of arbitration, especially in the case of low value online disputes. What is needed is a system that reflects the values of justice, without overly regulating a flexible, entrepreneurial, technology based industry.

The following part will make suggestions of the minimalist regulation that should be implemented by legislative bodies to ensure due process protections exist through the examination of: (1) the decision maker, (2) the use of third party auditing, and (3) limitations on the use of information that will ensure basic privacy protections. The final part of the paper will consider and define the responsibilities of the ODR/ADR community in the growing private dispute resolution industry.

A. Regulation

One of the most often criticized responses to issue that arise in relation to emerging technology is the use of regulation. In this vein, many technology entrepreneurs argue that regulation stifles innovation, curbs entrepreneurial attitudes and prevents advancement in essential areas of future development. I must write—I agree and have argued as such on numerous occasions. However, much like the commentators that seek to eliminate the use of arbitration, eliminating regulation is an overly hostile response to something that can work, if done correctly. It is essential to understand, ODR stands as a mechanism to replace existing brick-and-mortar justice systems that inadequately address the growing needs of online consumers. This is a noble pursuit—but must be done with essential justice and justice. For example, mandatory arbitration clauses are a hot topic right now in the banking industry. See Adam J. Levitin, Mandatory Arbitration Offers Bargain-Basement Justice, AMERICAN BANKER, May 13, 2014.

196 See infra Part VI(B)(1).
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protections that everyone has grown accustomed to expecting in a justice system—regardless of the amount in controversy. This can only be done with minimal and highly directed regulation.

As highlighted by the White House Report:

Unprecedented computational power and sophistication make possible unexpected discoveries, innovations, and advancements in our quality of life. But these capabilities, most of which are not visible or available to the average consumer, also create an asymmetry of power between those who hold the data and those who intentionally or inadvertently supply it.198

Power imbalances, particularly those highlighted above, cannot continue to be part of an alternative justice system, especially when technology provides us with the opportunity to reduce and/or eliminate so many of the biases. Fortunately, the White House did not shy away from a bold and accurate statement:

An important conclusion of this study is that big data technologies can cause societal harms beyond damages to privacy, such as discrimination against individuals and groups. This discrimination can be the inadvertent outcome of the way big data technologies are structured and used. It can also be the result of intent to prey on vulnerable classes.199

Within the field of online alternative dispute resolution, two striking factors must be considered as influencing the debate. First, the majority of ODR providers are private business entities that are allowed to continuously update terms, present ‘consent’ click boxes and otherwise ask for party consent to ubiquitous data gathering.200 The ability of businesses, be it a commercial business or one of a platform providers, should not be able to stand behind a historic—and likely outdated—approach to the click and consent legal framework.201 This statement is particularly true as it relates to the provision of justice.

198 See WHITE HOUSE, supra note 6, at 3.
199 See WHITE HOUSE, supra note 6, at 51. See also Terry Carter, Attorney General Holder says sentencing based on predictive data discriminates, ABA JOURNAL, Aug. 1, 2014 (arguing that Sentences should reflect the crimes committed and not the potential of future criminal acts); Ryan J. Reilly, Eric Holder Warns Of Risks In ‘Moneyballing’ Criminal Justice, HUFFINGTON POST, POLITICS, (Aug. 5, 2014) (cautioning that data to determine the length of sentences for criminals, saying such a practice could “exacerbate unwarranted and unjust disparities that are already far too common in our criminal justice system and in our society”).
200 See WHITE HOUSE, supra note 6, at 51.
201 “[T]hese trends may require us to look closely at the notice and consent frame-work that has been a central pillar of how privacy practices have been organized for more than four decades.” See id. at 54. For further discussion, see Raymond, supra note 174.
Second, there is currently no regulation or other oversight of a private dispute resolution mechanism that seeks to replace traditional brick-and-mortar courtrooms but which has limited practical similarities to the traditional justice system. ODR platforms are currently being designed in the traditional alternative dispute resolution format. As discussed above, ODR platforms are currently designed with a three step process: (1) unassisted party negotiations, (2) mediation, and finally (3) arbitration. And while in some cases, the system looks very much like a traditional justice system, the final resolution of the dispute is a product of arbitration and it is here where the distinction arises. Historically, arbitration has no right of appeal, very limited grounds to complain about the award, and wide-spread enforcement. Moreover, as arbitration is a creature of contract—and the U.S. legal system places a high importance on consent as the great equalizer—the business as the primary entity drafting contractual terms can and does create arbitration clauses that often heavily favor the business.

Yet, before we cast aside ODR platforms, something that should not occur—or allow them to grow unfettered—one must consider if simple, direct and focused regulation isn’t the best option to allow innovation but to ensure the protection of basic concepts of justice. The next part will outline the minimalistic of regulations needed to ensure a level of due process and fundamental fairness protections, regulation as it relates to: (1) the decision maker, (2) monitoring of the system, and (3) privacy protections.

---

202 See supra Part III(B)XX. For further discussion, see Raymond, supra note 174.
204 AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion, 131 S. Ct. 1740, 1752–53.
205 See Raymond, It’s Time the Law Begins to Protect Consumers from Significantly One-Sided Arbitration Clauses within Contracts of Adhesion, 91 NEB. L. REV. 666 (2013).
206 “If the arbitration clause is enforceable, Amex has insulated itself from antitrust liability—even if it has in fact violated the law. The monopolist gets to use its monopoly power to insist on a contract effectively depriving its victims of all legal recourse. And here is the nutshell version of today’s opinion, admirably flaunted rather than camouflaged: Too darn bad.” American Express v. Italian Colors Restaurant, 133 S. Ct. 2304 (2013) (Kagan, E., dissenting).
1. The Decision Maker

Within the context of ODR the decision maker takes on a new and expanded meaning as the entity can be a person, an algorithm, or some combination of the two.²⁰⁷ However, when discussing the case of the role and importance of the decision maker in the process one rule applies to all entities—the entity must be impartial and independent.²⁰⁸ Because of the continuity of the system within the envisioned ODR system the impartial and independent standard must be carried through the entirety of the parties’ interaction with the platform—all the way to the final resolution of the dispute. Any bias, anywhere in the system can cause difficulties because the entire system is self-contained within a single platform. Information entered at stage one will carry through into the later stages. In fact, communication trails, e-mail discussion and all interactions will carry into later stages. Thus, all steps of the process must ensure protections against bias.

This expectation is no small feat, however, when designing a platform based system. Potential bias points will need to be monitored, while hidden bias will need to be protected against. For example, bias can be accidental in the system, such as a situation when a business is allowed to write in a text box via a speech recognition program, but the consumer is required to type words into the textbox to explain his/her issue. In a situation such as this, it is possible that the absence of a speech recognition program may bias the consumer by creating a more difficult submission process. In addition, the consumer may enter fewer words due to his need to type which may create an impression in the mind of the decision maker that the limited word entry on the part of the consumer is a signal that the consumer cares less about the issue than the business. Of course, while this is speculative on my part—it is but one small example of the incredible level of detail that will need to be considered when designing the platform.

Even more concerning are hidden biases that could be built unintentionally into a data set or algorithm. As Microsoft Researcher and MIT Professor Kate Crawford explains:

Data and data sets are not objective; they are creations of human design. We give numbers their voice, draw inferences from them, and define their meaning through our interpretations. Hidden biases in both the collection and analysis stages present considerable risks, and are as important to the big-data equation as the numbers

²⁰⁷ See supra notes 128-31.
themselves.209

Fortunately, social scientists have a long history of “asking where the data they’re working with comes from, what methods were used to gather and analyze it, and what cognitive biases they might bring to its interpretation.”210 These interpretation skills must be incorporated into any non-bias algorithm and the inputs, outputs and decision making that occurs as part of the process of applying the algorithm must be subjected to ongoing monitoring to prevent bias from creeping in over time.

2. Monitoring and Auditing

In almost a follow up to the discussion on unintentional bias within the system, one must also be ready to consider the possibility that bias could be intentionally built into the system. ODR providers, as previously discussed, are in the business of providing dispute resolution services.211 As the system is currently unregulated, one has to consider the potential issues discussed above in Part IV and seek to ensure the larger online communities that such biases do not influence outcomes. Thus, the platform used in the ODR process should have a monitoring ability and should be subject to audits of the system by neutral third parties that are qualified as computer competent auditors of computing systems.

Although this may sound like a process that is unattainable, in fact, such monitoring already exists in other industries, one of the more robust systems exist in the gaming industry. For example, in Nevada regulations govern the integrity of the device; including protections for the internal coding,212 while the software must record, in unalterable form all information related to the game, such as time, coins in, coins out and similar information.213 And outcomes are monitored as well, requiring both authentication of the information,214 records alterations to the system,215 including alterations to

210 See id. (relying upon LISA GITELMAN, RAW DATA IS AN OXYMORON (MIT Press (2013))).
211 See supra Part IV.
212 “The random number generator and random selection process must be impervious to influences from outside the device, including, but not limited to, electro-magnetic interference, electro-static interference, and radio frequency interference.” State of Nevada, Nevada Technical Standards for Gaming Devices and Associated Equipment, Integrity of Gaming Devices (Rev. 8/11), Sec 1.020 Electrical Interference Immunity http://gaming.nv.gov/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=2919.
213 See Nevada Technical Standards for Gaming Devices and Associated Equipment, Integrity Of And Proper Accounting For On-Line Slot Systems And Cashless Wagering Systems, 3.110 Required Meters.
214 See Technical Standards for Gaming Devices and Associated Equipment, Integrity of Gaming Devices (Rev. 8/11), Sec 1.080 Control Program Requirements 4(b).
215 See Technical Standards for Gaming Devices and Associated Equipment, Integrity of Gaming Devices (Rev. 8/11) Sec 1.080 Control Program Requirements 4(b).
the changes to the payout percentages.\footnote{See Technical Standards for Gaming Devices and Associated Equipment, Proper Accounting for Gaming Devices, Sec. 2.010 Changes to Payout Percentages.} In fact, many or most States require casinos to report payout rates,\footnote{See Game Room Author, GAME ROOM, http://www.gameroomshow.com/index.php?page=Laws.} with many States setting a minimum payout threshold.\footnote{For example, Ohio regulates slot machines, requiring the payout to be “not less than eighty-five per cent.” See Ohio Revised Code, Title [37] XXXVII Health - Safety – Morals, Chapter 3772: Casino Gaming, 3772.20 Slot machines; minimum and maximum wagers, 128th General Assembly File No.38, HB 519, §1, eff. 9/10/2010.} Moreover, States require ongoing auditing of gaming operations as a condition of the gaming license.\footnote{See Ohio Revised Code, Title [37] XXXVII Health - Safety – Morals, Chapter 3772: Casino Gaming, 3772.033 Powers of commission, See E.} There is little doubt that the gaming system use of recording interactive information and internal decision making of the device, setting thresholds of payouts, monitoring outcomes, and ensure a secure system could be used as a starting point to build regulation that would ensure ODR participants are protected by similar monitoring and auditing.

ODR platforms should be expected to record information, such as the location of the complaint, the main issue at hand, all of the negotiations, and automated suggestions or perceivable steps, and the outcome of the dispute. In addition, the ODR provider should be required to follow-up after a period of thirty days to gauge attitudes about the platform, the process, the outcome. Of course, no threshold should be set—but auditing of the programming, the platform, the suggestions and guidance provided to the customer, the process and the outcomes should occur. Any anomalies discovered by the external auditor should require the reporting of the anomalies to a central database. An external auditor function could be served by an independent third party with knowledge of programming language and statistics. However, the reporting function and all adjustment monitoring, should occur through a centralized office associated with a justice system or advisory group.

While this process sounds complex conceptually, a central database with a central monitoring agency is being set up in Europe under the Regulation on Online Dispute Resolution for Consumer Disputes.\footnote{See European Commission, supra note 146.} Although the system being set-up is different in some ways, such as the government providing the platform and it operating cross-border,\footnote{See European Commission, supra note 146.} the ability of an agency to monitor the system, the background activities of the system, and the outcomes, are essential to the long-term effectiveness of the alternative justice system.

3. Privacy

As can be seen from above in Part II, individuals’ lives and preferences
are an open book as the ubiquitous gathering of information fills in any details that the individual fails to provide up-front. Gathering, and purchasing information means that businesses—including those in the business of resolving disputes—can obtain a large amount of information about an individual. This information could be put to use in a manner that influences, biases or otherwise slants the justice process. Privacy is no longer merely a debate about who is gathering what information, it has evolved into a debate concerning how information can and can’t be used.222

As highlighted by the White House Report recommendation:

The federal government must pay attention to the potential for big data technologies to facilitate discrimination inconsistent with the country’s laws and values.223

Followed quickly within the report by the recommendation:

Consumers have a legitimate expectation of knowing whether the prices they are offered for goods and services are systematically different than the prices offered to others.224

If consumers have a right to know when price variances are occurring, certainly they should be informed if personal information is leading a human or algorithm to suggest different settlement offers. In light of the focus points above, privacy concerns have to be considered paramount within the need to regulate the industry as the ubiquitous amount of information gathered and obtained by businesses can bias the systems in a many different manners as discussed previously. Thus, dispute resolution providers should not be allowed to gather or retain information that could be attributable to an individual, even if such attribution required several technical steps.

Moreover, dispute resolution providers should be prohibited from using individual or group specific behavior, tendencies or patterns to influence individuals’ interaction with the platform, support offered on the platform or outcomes selections within the platform. The gaming industry demands that ‘payout’ suggestions and other player choices are without influence, especially in the case of automated play.225 Similar protections should be put in place for ODR participants including prohibitions on the business facing the consumer claim from providing shopping behaviors, prior customer complaints, and outcomes with the ODR provider.

Finally, dispute resolution providers should be prohibited from purchasing non-amalgamated information about individuals, in any form, from any information gathering source. ODR platform designers should not

222 See WHITE HOUSE, supra note 6.
223 See id. at 65.
224 See id. at 64.
225 See Gaming discussion, supra notes 202–09.
be able to use other justice information, nor should they be able to use information such as purchasing tendencies of particular data sets, shopping experiences of groups or other non-amalgamated information to build a platform experience that is different for different individuals. This would include settlement options that are tailored to individuals.

B. The Responsibility of the ODR Community

While the implementation of narrowly tailored regulation is certainly a necessary step in the future of ODR, the ODR community itself has a high burden in ensuring: (1) the integrity of the system, (2) that accurate information is presented to the widest possible audience about the benefits of the use of alternative dispute resolution, and finally (3) that an appropriate balance is struck between the needs of the private dispute resolution provider to run a business and the needs of the users of the platform. The ODR community stands in the best position to immediately address these needs.

1. Protect the Integrity of ODR

There are no better entities to protect the integrity of the ODR system than those that provide services within the ODR system. It is important to note two things right up front: (1) to date all ODR platform designers have designed systems with the intent—and only the intent—of creating an alternative justice system to those that currently rarely use the brick-and-mortar justice system, and (2) some arbitration institutions have taken notice of the potential to abuse the alternative justice system and have stepped in with some very impressive attempts to ensure the integrity of system.

A prime example of an impressive alternative dispute resolution providers attempt to regulate the alternative dispute resolution system to

---

226 Arbitration has, in many ways, been a predominantly self-regulating institutions, with the exception of protecting due process entitlements. Fortunately, the arbitration community has demonstrated recognition of the need to self-regulate and has demonstrated a willingness to undertake such a task. See Anjanette H. Raymond, It’s Time the Law Begins to Protect Consumers from Significantly One-Sided Arbitration Clauses within Contracts of Adhesion, 91 Neb. L. Rev. 666 (2013). That is not to say criticism does not exist, especially in the United States as it relates to the Federal Arbitration Act and consumers. Thomas J. Stipanowich, The Third Arbitration Trilogy: Stolt-Nielsen, Rent-A-Center, Concepcion and the Future of American Arbitration, Am. Rev. Int’l Arb., 31, 2012; Ramona L. Lambley, Is Arbitration Under Attack?: Exploring The Recent Judicial Skepticism Of The Class Arbitration Waiver And Innovative Solutions To The Unsettled Legal Landscape, 18 Cornell J. L. & Pub. Pol’y 477 (2009); Amy M. Schmitz, Legislating in the Light: Considering Empirical Data in Crafting Arbitration Reforms, 15 Harv. Neg. L. Rev. 115, 127-133 (2010); Richard M. Alderman, Why We Really Need the Arbitration Fairness Act: It’s All About Separation of Powers, 12 J. Of Consumer & Comm’l L. 151, 154 (2009) (discussing the recent “attack” on consumer arbitration by consumer advocates and the “widely criticized” “additional problem . . . that an arbitration clause may preclude the use of the class actions device”). However, attempts to increase regulation have met with resistance and have, for the most part, failed. Raymond, Protect Consumers.
ensure that businesses do not take advantage of the system exists within two of the largest institutions, the American Arbitration Association (AAA) and Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Service, Inc. (JAMS). 227 Both the AAA and JAMS state that they will refuse to administer a case when the arbitration clause “materially fails to comply with the relevant protocol.” 228 In fact, the AAA takes an active part in ensuring a fair arbitration mechanism by offering to review consumer arbitration clauses both before and after a dispute arises. 229 In the case that the clause is found to be lacking in appropriate ‘due process’ standards the AAA reserves the right to decline its services. 230 In practical effect, should a business fail to comply with the Due Process Protocols, assistance is provided, but if compliance is not something the business is willing to work toward, the arbitration institutions will refuse to administer the case. 232 While one must be cautious of the success of such a policy, a recent study done by Christopher R. Drahozal and Samantha Zyontz entitled Private Regulation of Consumer Arbitration 233 has found that the practice is having an impact on the arbitration clauses. 234

We find that the AAA’s review of arbitration clauses for protocol compliance appears to be effective at identifying and responding to those clauses with protocol violations. During the time period studied, the AAA refused to administer a substantial number of cases (almost 10% of its total consumer caseload) that involved a protocol violation. Moreover, in response to AAA protocol compliance review, over 150 businesses have either waived problematic provisions or revised arbitration clauses to remove provisions that violated the Consumer Due Process Protocol. 235

As can be seen from the report, institutions can have an impact on the actions of a business in relation to dispute resolution mechanisms. There is

227 In fact, both have promulgated protocols in relation to employment as well and the AAA has promulgated protocols governing health care and debt collection arbitrations.


229 See AAA Rules Updates, supra note 227.

230 The AAA Consumer Due Process Protocols create the expectation of a fundamentally fair process in arbitration by requiring adequate notice, an opportunity to be heard, and an independent decision maker. See AAA Rules Updates, supra note 227.

231 See id.

232 For further discussion, see Raymond, supra note 174.

233 Drahozal & Zyontz, supra note 227.

234 See id. at 1.

235 See id.
no better group of individuals to debate, design and regulate the industry in this particular situation than the arbitration community, specifically the growing ODR community. The community must ensure that those new entries into the world of ODR provision of services have the best interest of the harmed individuals in mind and always seek to provide an alternative justice system that is based on due process.

2. Feed the Information Curve

The ODR Community has an obligation to build the knowledge base of those using the industry. ODR platforms can provide a wealth of information to consumer and other users through hyperlinks, connected information boxes, hover overs, and immediate help center assistants. As an illustration, the debt-ridden consumer seeking to file a complaint could find a hyperlink to the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act\(^{236}\) and could hover over terms that provide examples of unacceptable behaviors, such as contacting a debtor at his place of work.\(^{237}\) Information provided at the moment when it is useful and specific to an ongoing event is more likely to be retained and has a higher level of impact on the individual.\(^{238}\) Thus, the individual may be more aware and knowledgeable for future complaints/disputes.

Moreover, timely and relevant information can assist an individual in determining the personal and economic value of filing a complaint and can allow individuals to more realistically assess their claim. As previously highlighted, many eNegotiation and other similar ODR platforms allow individuals to better assess their needs and to identify and re-consider priorities within the negotiation. These services provide valuable and timely individual and community knowledge building that directly impacts the trustworthiness of the ODR community as an industry. Incorrectly valuing harm suffered, without support and feedback to adjust for perception or valuation errors, promotes a Wild Wild West approach to negotiations and erodes trust in the use of online dispute resolution.\(^{239}\) Specific to the emerging area of predictive analytics and private justice Colin Rule makes the point: “Transactions require trust and the Internet is woefully lacking in trust.”\(^{240}\) The use of predictive analytics will challenge notions of trust in ways never

\(^{236}\) See Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (Public Law 104-208, 110 Stat. 3009 [1996]).

\(^{237}\) See Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (Public Law 104-208, 110 Stat. 3009 [1996]).

\(^{238}\) Of course, the information should be available, but not presented as a mandatory read through element as the information is less likely to be impactful when presented in this manner.

\(^{239}\) “Distrust, on the other hand, causes parties to focus on how their cooperative behavior can be used against them, triggering defensive behavior.” Noam Ebner, \textit{ODR and Interpersonal Trust, in ONLINE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: THEORY AND PRACTICE A TREATISE ON TECHNOLOGY AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION} 219 (Mohamed S. Abdel Wahab, Ethan Katsh & Daniel Rainey eds., 2012).

before considered by many users of the internet.

Finally, the timely provision of information allows individuals to gain valuable insight into the community’s perception of the issue, can assist in developing a community value based system, and can allow others to learn from those that pursued similar issues before. The emergence of a highly connected cyberspace likely demands the presence of a justice system and certainly ODR platforms can serve as participants within the justice arena. While the topic is much too large for this paper, one important note should be made, the creation of an efficient justice system that relies partially upon algorithms and predictive analytics as a means to provide justice must be fed accurate information that reflect and responds to shifts in the community zeitgeist. Within the private civil justice environment the provision of information serves two roles: (1) inform the public of the laws and mores of the community, and (2) to enable to community to trust the justice system. These important attributes of the justice system must not be lost merely because the justice is provided by a private entity in an online environment.

3. Be Attentive to Business Based Demands

In the best case scenario, ODR services are provided by neutral third parties that stand fully autonomous from the commercial business, monitor for intentional and/or unintentional bias and seek to provide—at all times—an equivalent to the principles of due process and fairness that we expect within the brick and mortar justice system. To succeed in such a lofty goal, the system—from publication, to initial contact, to final resolution must be monitored to ensure that commercial businesses are not allowed to directly or indirectly influence the system.

Moreover, the ODR platforms must ensure that their business goals do not conflict, impede, or become the focus of the ODR mechanism. In a country founded on capitalism, with a strong recognition of shareholder rights, one wonders if any business can live up to such a lofty expectation. In fact, one wonders if online dispute resolution should not be provided by the government, a solution that Europe seems to be embracing. Of course, this has fleeting significance in the United States, as private entities have been involved in the justice system for considerable time and in ways much greater and more significant than basic commercial disputes. Thus, it seems in the U.S., ODR providers will be private companies. The reality of such an occurrence, however, should not stand in the way of regulation and monitoring that ensures the commercial entities have limited to no influence upon the survival of the ODR providers.

---

241 See European Commission, supra note 146.
VII. CONCLUSION

As technology advances and information/data gathering become ubiquitous many events within our lives will be influenced by our prior behaviors. The use of predictive analytics can be—and most likely will be—a great tool in creating a life that is more specific to our individual needs and wants. However, data gathering, predictive analytics and similar technologies should not be used—intentionally or unintentionally—as a business tool that discriminates. Predictive analytics in a private, unregulated, non-transparent dispute resolution system have to be managed closely. Any management must ensure basic levels of due process, including independent and impartial neutral mediators/arbitrators as part of the process. Narrowly focused and targeted regulation ensures the ODR system that emerges is one that encourages use, while building trust in alternative dispute resolution. If an ODR system emerges that fails to ensure basic protections, trust within the system will quickly erode. Most consumers will insist upon a fair system prior to readily and quietly turning over dispute resolution to a private entity overly influenced by business decision making or the commercial business environment. The ODR community and the regulatory entities must move to ensure such a process, before the entrepreneurial aspects of ODR business community build a system without guidance.